The' sensatii'Jnal:neW·165Buick
Skylark Gran Sport at speed
bends, in near fiat attitude,
around a sharp, reueree camber turn, in a v~vid demonstration of its handling capability.
Additions of sway bar in rear
and stickier tires are mere suggestions for only those bent. on
rallye or similar completion.
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several hours in the saddle. The
dashboard
layout
is both
pleasing and functional and,
although all instrument lights
seemed to work well enough in
relaying their proper information, we would have preferred
oil pressure and temperature
gages. No tach had been provided, although it is readily
.available, and, in fact, a neat
nacelle was designed for one
at the head of the attractive between-the-seats
console.
One of the many items that
separate
this car from its
standard brethren is the heavier-gage, fully-boxed convertible frame used on all Gran
Sport Skylark models to handle
the hotter engine as well as impart an extra measure of rigidity to the whole body. Like
others of this class, the GS has
been fitted. with stiffer-thanstock springs and shocks that
are part and parcel of a wellengineered handling package.
To round out the agility ensemble, a thick stabilizer bar,
fatter in fact than the heavier
GS Riviera, has been provided,
along with a braking system
buttressed
by larger
front
wheel cylinders and fade-resistant linings' The pulse of. the
regular
steering
has been
quickened in keeping with overall motif and it required just a
trifle over four turns, with the
aid of a road-surface-sensitive
Saginaw power unit, to spin the
sixreen-inch
diameter
wheel
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There aj"e two distinct ways to "fiu" with the Gran Sport, depending on you?' inclination. Test car, above, has engine compartment:
with rather busy a/ppeammce due to air conditioner and pourer
eteerinp accesso1'ies. And then there's the sanitary vej"sion for
purists, below. It is an identical model without pourer 01' air,
dressed up with natty chrome air cleaner and bold finned aluminwn rocker ann coven that are part of an optional. beautification
plan. Hooke?' exhaust headers are fitted and lead to 3-in. collector,

from lock ·to lock. All of the
staff members who tried the
Gran Sport on for size foun
the tiller positioning acceptable
in relation to the seat, but the
variable pitch job to be had 0
request will yield a selection 0:
angles to suit both the race car
oriented and those who a
without a slender figure.
Up front there resides
much-refined version of the
Buick V8 engine first offer
back in 1953. The bore an
stroke of this particular model is 4.1875 inches x 3.6M
inches or, in modern terms,
generous over-square design.
From outward appearance the
block looks identical to Buick's
larger 425 cubic inch unit, bu.
isn't, since the latter is different to the extent that i;
incorporates webs and coolin
passages. This situation effectively nixes any possibility of
boring the Skylark block an
slipping in the bigger buckets..
As it is, the 401 aluminum pistons have a healthy enough
compression at 10.25-to-1 to
make their presence felt.
Underneath the floorboards
is nestled a two-speed Super
Turbine box, but a prospective
buyer may choose between
either three- or four-speed
standards instead of this, or
another automatic, this time
with one extra gear. All the
automatics have torque converters and have undergone
noteworthy
updating
in the
last design session. The choice
listings are just as bountif
'round back with standard differential ratios of 3.09, 3.23 an
3.36; optional ones are 2.7
3.55 and ·3.73 or, on speci
order, 3.90 and 4.30. This lineup ought to provide ampl
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FAR LEFT - A sight destined
to become familiar across the
nation: two Gran Sports pair as
match race gets under way. Skylark
on left is Lennie Kennedy's coupe.
CENTER - Black leatherette interior is especially well executed
and contrasts nicely with outside
white color, Chrome shift knob
connects to lightning-like automatic,
LEFT - Grease-monkey's-eye
view discloses fat anti-sway bar and
finned brake drum, Front coils
have increased spring rates. Despite
this, the ride does not suffer.
selection for almost everyone.
This engine has been at various past times referred to as
the "nail valve special" and,
while the present 1.875 intakes
and 1.500-inch exhausts are
certainly not the smallest ever
een, they are not elephantine.
Assuming a different posture
toward breathing
problems,
Buick engineers have traditionally designed cams that lift the
valves reasonably high (.431inch) while at .the same time
incorporating long duration', in
this case 302 degrees on the inakes and 295 degrees for the
exhausts. This combination has
led to the famous, or infamous,
depending on your persuasion,
"rump-rump"
Buick idle, and
our test car had it. One thing
it did not have, however, was a
perceptibly louder exhaust sysem than normal.
So that was about the stock
resume of HRM's Buick: The
statistics were impressive on
paper but not spectacular as
machines go today, at least not
until the engine was fired up
and the Super Turbine transmission dropped into drive. The
first acceleration from rest was
o quick, even though we hadn't
used much right-foot leverage
hat it was hard to believe we
weren't
feeling things. But
hroughout the test the aluminum-cased
transmission
always produced the "instant
go" sensation and it required
only a little more than normal
accelerator action to break the
right rear tire loose. It is difficult to adequately describe the
fantastic way the transmission
behaves but perhaps we can
-sum it up with the statement of
a young friend who, after taking the Gran Sport around
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several long blocks, leaped out
with the exclamation, "After
this, who'd even want a stick!"
On the street, the Gran Sport
motored along like a real thoroughbred with an ample reserve of power, reassuringly
predictable even in the wet. On
particularly
hard cornering,
body roll, although down noticeably from stock, could have
been further subdued by adding
a twin of the front sway bar in
the rear. Our car came equipped
with 7.75x14 low-profile tires of
a popular manufacturer which,
though adequate for most occasions, would if exchanged
for Blue Streaks or Tiger Paws,
perhaps be a worthwhile investment for the serious tourer or
rallyist. Surprisingly
enough,
the addition of the "handling
package"
did not spoil the
car's inherent good riding.
All the normal driving done
with the Gran Sport served to
whet our appetite for a couple
of shots at the quarter-mile, and
just
about
the time
our
appointed drag weekend was
coming up, a fantastic stroke
of luck fell our' way. Various
members of the L. A. County
Buick Dealers Association had
recently begun campaigning a
number of Gran Sports at area
strips, and when they heard
that we were doing a test on
one, offered to bring a number
of cars to San Fernando Raceway for us to try. The beauty
of the whole operation was
these rigs were slightly set up
for class competition, or about
as the average buyer might
design for himself. In the end,
the "several" cars turned out
to be six, ranging from Lennie
Kennedy's BIS,
which most
nearly resembled our test car,

ABOVE - Rear aspect of thin
pillar Gran Sport displays one
feature of Skylark that distinguishes it from all others:
wrap-around
blinkers. Styling
is conservative
but tasteful.

RIGHT - For bite to match
quick
transmission,
cheater
slicks like these Caslers are required. Chrome rims are scaleddown duplicate
of popular
Wildcat and Riviera all-steel.
to dealer Ted Baker's coupe,
sporting a small 225-inch V6.
Lennie's car was representative of the modifications
performed on all the Buicks
so we jotted down the information, which really didn't represent much alteration as "stock"
classers go these days. The
engines had all been disassembled, checked through for factory-recommended
clearances,
and the deck height of .030-inch
attained. While the heads were
still off, their combustion chambers were measured out to
123 cc's and a fresh-up valve
job applied. The engine was
buttoned back up and' a set of
Hooker headers leading into

3-inch collectors fitted for improved scavenging.
All the
cars had Positraction rear ends
to which 4.30 gears were added,
as well as a set of super-bite
Casler recaps. The final touch
was a set of Delco air' shocks
added in the back of Lennie's
machine which he declared enable him to jack more weight to
the right side for bite on acceleration. And that was it. All
the cars had been driven in the
'Fernando front gate and remained
entirely
docile for
street use. Up to that day
Lennie's best time was, now
get this, a frantic 104.46 mph
in 13.42 seconds with headers
(Continued on page 108)
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Move up to the newer and better tachs from Teleflex - long a supplier to the aircraft, automotive, space and marine industries - to give the accurate and dependable information you need
on your engine's performance.
•
The new Mark 27 (shown) is fully transistorized·
requires no transmitter (eliminating underhood heat damage) • easy 4 wire installation • ultimate accuracy over entire rev counting
range • temperature and voltage compensated· can withstand 50G's instant shock· has instant
response and no bounce, even in fast downshifts • unconditionally guaranteed • illuminated
• has full 250' needle sweep > choice of 6000, 8500 or 10,000 rpm's • manual adjust red line
• optional surface or torpedo mounts, in choice of five colors .•.
black, red, tan, blue, silver.
For detailed information on the Mark 27
and other Teleflex Automotive Instruments,
contact your dealer or return th is coupon.
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TELEFLEX, INC., DEPT. H-l, CHURCH ROAD, NORTH WALES, PENNA.
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MOON New Products

'"

I

HEADER

PAINT

I3y gperex,
makers of
'VHT'. exclusive

MOON
color.
Simulated

I

DASH
EMBLEM

M

MOON 0-8000
tach shift
point
finger.
May be set
ror 4, 6 or 8 Cyta, 12
Volt
adapts to mags 01'
ignitions.
Translucent
face.
For
night
drags.
Adjustment
to
set with
master
tach.
Steering
column
or
dash
mount.
Price,
complete
.. $55.00
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EQUIPMENT
N
• COMPANY

lVIoonEyes,
Medallions
of dye-cast
chrome,
yellow
background t
15/s" high.
Choice of
mounting. , .
adhesive
back
01' speed-nut.
Real sharp for
dress-up
or for
identification
...

'1\'1000

Equipped'
Price
...
83.00 pall'.
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MOON
CATALOG

$1

10820 SO. NORWALK BLVD.
FE SPRINGS 40, CALIF.
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open. Such performance is truly remarkable.
On the first run of the day Lennie
opened up with an even 100.00 mph shot
with the collectors corked. Next time it
was our run in Lennie's car and we
drew a class competitor possessing what
we had considered up to then the best
dragging
automatic
ever developed.
Lennie had instructed that we should
bring the rpm up slightly, release the
brake and go !
The trick when running against any
of the anticipation starting light devices is to stage as far back from the
starting line, and hence the foul lights,
as possible, and then get under way
when the. last orange light blinks off.
Following this procedure, as we knew
the hot dog in the other lane would, we
accomplished a heads-up fair start, but
with the' aid of that super-quick 'I'urbine box, the Buick still pulled a hole
shot on our competitor by a good car
length, charging on to a lopsided win.
And that's the way the afternoon went,
with the Buicks gobbling up everything
in sight, copping B, C, D, E, F and K
"classes for a spectacular string of successes in a mixed field of sticks and automatics. As a note aside, Ted Baker's
3000-pound V6 did the job on the larger
members of the low-priced three, making hot tracks down the quarter in
the low 16's and the high-eighty-rnph
bracket. Even our heavy 3720-pound
test coupe, with air-conditioning
and
running through stock mufflers, registered a creditable 86 mph in 16.6.
The message from these triumphs and
others like them at Southern California
tracks is stamped large on the ~competition scene, for anyone who surveys the
situation has to concede that Buick will
be the car to beat in the lower classes,
wherever they run. And as if this were
not enough, Buick has announced a dual
four-barrel manifold for the hot rod
boys that is now found on certain Riviera models, available as a service (dealer) installation for the Skylark. This
goody, mounting a brace of Carter
AFB's, will yield a 13-hp increase across
the board. The announcement comes as
especially good news for Buick campaigners since the GS Skylarks now fall
into the bottom of the classes where
they have to compete.
Thinking back over the days we had
the Gran Sport, and especially the drag
fling, the test was a most happy experience, including the Flint price tag of
$3,441.40 ($3,090.40 without air) and
the gas mileage which ranged as high
as 19. Of the GM Divisions, Buick was
the last to introduce a sports model, but
as in former days, "When better automobiles are built ... " Need we say
mMe?
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